THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS' REPORT
Report on Race Meeting held at Penola Racecourse
by the Penola Racing Club on Sunday, 26 May 2019

Stewards:

S. Callanan (A/Chairman), & D. Cookson (F) (Stewards) K. Lemay-Robbins (HT)
(Cadet Steward), J. Foster (Deputy Steward), Dr T. Tully (Veterinary Surgeon).

TRACK: Soft 7
(Rain affected track that will chop out)
Downgraded to a Heavy 8 @ 12.35 pm retrospective to Race 1 (Rain affected track
that horses will get into)
Downgraded to a Heavy 10 @ 4.23 pm retrospective to Race 7 (Heaviest category
track, very wet towards
saturation)
RAIL: True
WEATHER: Showers
RIDER CHANGES:
Race
4
5
6
6
7

Horse
HASTA LA BULLET
HASTA LA DEVEGA
OUR WANDO

Rider
T. Pannell
“
W. Cave

JUST RANGER
GO WALLY

S. Tsaikos
K. Lau

Replaced By
R. Hurdle
“

Reason
Not riding at meeting
“
Late notification Explanation accepted
Emergency- Notified
“

-----------------------------------RACE 1: PHILLIP AITKEN MEMORIAL BENCHMARK 72 HANDICAP - 1300 metres
SIGA LA VACA (D. Tourneur) - laid in from in the vicinity of the 600 metres for the remainder of
the event.
REAP THE BENEFIT (E. Boyd) - on jumping away slipped behind and knuckled in front, as a result
unbalanced its rider for a short distance. Rider explained it was her intention to lead in today’s
event, however after the difficulties at the start, she was obliged to settle further back.
MUSICAL FAMILY (S. Fawke) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible
abnormalities.
TOYMARK (K. Bishop) - dipped on jumping away.
RACE 2: MOSS AND WILD CLASS TWO HANDICAP – 1100 metres
NEVER SHORT (J. Huxtable) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination as it was fractious in
its float en route to the course and passed fit to race.
SUMMER TRIANGLE (J. Potter) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and shortly after was
inconvenienced as PRESS ON rolled out. Raced keenly in the middle stages of the event.
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RACE 2: MOSS AND WILD CLASS TWO HANDICAP – 1100 metres (Cont’d)
PRESS ON (K. Bishop) - shortly after the start had its hindquarters turned as it rolled out and
contacted SUMMER TRIANGLE.
MUCKUP (S. Logan) - hung out throughout the event.
STRATEGIC AGENDA (K. Lau) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event. Laid in
under pressure in the straight. A post-race veterinary examination revealed a slow post-race
recovery.
RACE 3: ALEXANDER CAMERON SUITES / SABOIS DISTANCE MAIDEN PLATE – 1700 metres
DARILJON (C. Puls) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and bumped SHABO GOLD. Raced
keenly in the early stages of the event. Held up from in the vicinity of the 500 metres until the
entrance to the straight. Approaching the 200 metres when attempting a tight run between
GOOD TIME MADAM and FRISKY MISS, shifted in and away from GOOD TIME MADAM, which
rolled in marginally onto FRISKY MISS, which was obliged to be checked and lost its position.
Rider severely reprimanded and advised to take greater care in future.
THE GREAT MARTINI (S. Fawke) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted in and bumped SHABO GOLD.
Raced wide without cover from in the vicinity of the 1000 metres.
FRISKY MISS (D. Tourneur) - jumped away awkwardly. Approaching the 200 metres was obliged
to be checked and lost its position as DARILJON shifted in and away from GOOD TIME MADAM,
which rolled in marginally. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
SHABO GOLD (J. Potter) - bumped on jumping away by THE GREAT MARTINI, which shifted in
and DARILJON, which shifted out.
GOOD TIME MADAM (E. Boyd) - approaching the 200 metres rolled in marginally onto DARILJON.
RACE 4: TAB / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1300 metres
MR BURTO (G. Lo) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip on
more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded.
KILLA MOOVZ (S. Tsaikos) - slipped on jumping away and as a result was awkward to begin.
LUCKY ROSE (D. Tourneur) - jumped away awkwardly. Laid in from in the vicinity of the 500
metres until the finish. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) for using his whip
on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded.
NIGHT RHYTHM (C. Puls) - slipped behind on jumping away. Laid in under pressure in the straight.
A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
RACE 5: MED ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1100 metres
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes.
DR CHOCCY (S. Logan) - inclined to lay in under pressure in the straight.
ELMO RULZ (S. Fawke) - in the vicinity of the 600 metres improved onto the heels of LAP IT UP,
became awkward, was obliged to be restrained and shifted out to obtain clear running.
RIDDOCH (E. Boyd) - jumped away awkwardly and shifted in. Rider could offer no explanation in
relation to the gelding’s poor performance in today’s event. Beaten approximately 25 lengths.
Trainer, Mr D. Dodson advised a warning had been placed on the gelding in relation to its
competitiveness. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
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RACE 5: MED ELECTRICAL / SABOIS MAIDEN PLATE - 1100 metres (Cont’d)
PEER OF BLUE (J. Huxtable) - slow to begin.
GRASSMERE MISS (D. Tourneur) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible
abnormalities.
RACE 6: COOPERS BREWERY BENCHMARK 56 HANDICAP - 1300 metres
The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes.
STAGHORN (C. Jones) - in the vicinity of the 100 metres rolled out and was unable to maintain its
positon on the rail due to FANDANGO improving quickly to the inside of the gelding.
FANDANGO (E. Boyd) - jumped away awkwardly. Held up from rounding the home turn until in
the vicinity of the 100 metres.
RUBYTOO (C. Puls) - jumped away awkwardly.
DAREBEN HALARO (K. Lau) - obliged to be resaddled on arrival at the barriers. Slow into stride.
JUST RANGER (S. Tsaikos) - rider was granted permission to ride the gelding 1kg over its declared
riding weight as there was no other rider available.
RACE 7: THE MIDFIELD GROUP BENCHMARK 60 HANDICAP - 1700 metres
WRITTEN RULZ (K. Bishop) - Trainer Mr T. Gilchrist made a request to Stewards that the gelding
be scratched form today’s event due to the track downgrade. Stewards acceded to his request
and declared WRITTEN RULZ a late scratching at 1.21 pm.
RIGHT AND READY (J. Potter) - slow to begin. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no
visible abnormalities.
DISCO REBEL (J. Huxtable) - slow into stride.
PLAYFUL HOST (S. Fawke) - Trainer Mr D. O’Leary advised Stewards prior to the running of the
event that he would instruct his jockey to attempt to settle more forward in today’s event as in
his opinion the majority of the earlier winners had won from settling in the first half of the field.
Settled forward of mid-field.
MISTER WILL (E. Boyd) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.
NOBLE ROCKS (C. Puls) - hung in under pressure in the straight.
GO WALLY (K. Lau) - inside the 1200 metres became awkward on the heels of TONTEIN and was
obliged to be restrained and shifted out.
--------------------------------------ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (2):
Race 4 - HASTA LA BULLET (winner)
Race 6 – DAREBEN HALARO (winner)
----------------------------------------
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SUMMARY
FINES

Nil

SEVERE REPRIMANDS
REPRIMANDS

Race 3 - DARILJON (C. Puls) - AR131(a) - Careless riding.
Race 4 - G. Lo (MR BURTO) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip offence.
Race 4 - D. Tourneur (LUCKY ROSE) - AR132(7)(a)(ii)[+2] - Whip
offence.
Nil
Race 5 - RIDDOCH - Warned - Uncompetitive.
Nil
Nil

SUSPENSIONS
HORSE ACTIONS
ADJOURNED INQUIRIES
MEDICAL CLEARANCE
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